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Abstract: Floating point multiplication is of key importance to many modern applications. These applications usually involve
floating point calculations with single and/or double precision format. For this reason, most modern processors have
hardware support for single precision and double precision floating point multiplication. Achieving this goal however,
usually effects the throughput since most FPUs convert the single precision operands to double precision operands and then
translate again the result to single precision format. This output and precision is inadequate for many scientific
computations like modelling of climate conditions, processing of digital signals, graphic accelerators etc. All these higher
level applications uses quadruple precision floating point arithmetic. The quadruple precision arithmetic specifications was
included in the IEEE 754-2008 revised standard. Its precision is twice as compared to the double precision format. The
design proposed in this paper performs all three precision multiplication operation. The universal floating point multiplier is
implemented using Vedic Mathematics (Nikhilam Navatascaramam Dasatah Sutra).
Keywords: Quadruple precision; Double precision; Single precision; Floating point multiplier; Floating point unit; Vedic
Mathematics; Navatascaramam Dastah Sutra.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many modern applications such as 3D graphics accelerators, Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), High Performance
Computing etc. is of key importance. High Performance Computing etc. is of key importance. Floating point calculations with
single and double precision format are usually involved in these applications. Most Floating Point Units therefore tend to
support both single and double precision floating point operations. Since most FPUs covert the single precision operands to
double precision and then translate the result again to single precision format, it effects the throughput of the FPUs. Another
drawback is that many of the existing designs execute floating point operations only sequentially. In the area of intense graphics
applications and multimedia, parallel execution has become a necessity [6]. In many scientific fields like computational physics,
computational geometry, climate modelling etc. there is a need for increased precision in floating point calculations. They
require great accuracy and high precision calculation, features which double precision format is not able to provide. In such
cases the quadruple precision arithmetic is used since it provides twice the precision of double precision format, improving the
accuracy of calculations and leading to more reliable results. The quadruple precision arithmetic specifications has been
included in the IEEE 754-2008 revised standard for floating point arithmetic. This paper presents a multi-mode floating point
multiplier able to handle all three precision modes.
Several architectures which consist of the stand alone floating point multipliers can be found in the literature. In Dual
precision IEEE floating point multiplier the latency of double precision was three clock cycles [1]. The architecture was based
on ancient technique and did not support quadruple precision multiplication. In Quad-double precision floating point arithmetic
the time complexity was more and did not support the single precision multiplication [2]. The Flexible multiplier for media
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processing was limited for media processing applications [3]. The dual-mode multiplier had separate architectures for dualmode quad and dual-mode double precision multiplication [4]. The multiplier block in a Floating Point Unit is the most
complex block. The classical or long multiplication method is the simplest method to multiply two numbers. Whereas for
addition or subtraction of two n-bit numbers requires n number of addition or subtraction operation. Several algorithms have
been proposed to decrase the delay in multiplication operation. The simplest one is the divide and conquer algorithm. The
Karatsuba algorithm is also based on divide and conquer algorithm. A two-digit multiplication using Karatsuba algorithm can
be done in three multiplication operation instead of four. For large numbers this algorithm can be applied recursively. Nikhilam
Sutra is a multiplication algorithm based on Vedic Mathematics. A two-digit multiplication operation using Nikhilam Sutra can
be performed using only one multiplication operation instead of four.multiplication operation. In the proposed technique all the
three precisions are included within a single architecture and the multiplier is designed using Vedic mathematics.
II. FLOATING POINT MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
Floating point numbers which are normalized have the form of Z= (-1S) * 2 (E - Bias) * (1.M). Significant is the mantissa
with an extra MSB bit. The following steps are carried out to multiply two floating point numbers.:
1.

The significands are multiplied.

2.

The decimal point is placed in the result.

3.

The exponents are added.

4.

The sign bit is obtained by XOR operation of S 1 and S2; i.e. S1 XOR S2.

5.

The final result is normalized i.e. obtaining ‘1’ at the MSB of the results significand.

6.

Rounding operation is performed on the result to fit in the available bits.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of Floating Point Multiplier

III. “NIKHILAM NAVATASCARAMAM DASATAH” SUTRA
The Nikhilam Sutra can be translated as: “All from 9 and the last from 10” Jagadguru Swami Sri Bharati Krsna Tirthaji
Maharaja claims that this Sutra cryptically explains how to perform multiplications of numbers above 5 without previous
knowledge of the higher multiplications of the multiplication tables. It is one of the sixteen sutras of Vedic mathematics. With
the help of few extra add, subtract and shift operations, it can be used to convert large-digit multiplication to small-digits
multiplication. For two digit multiplication, the Karatsuba algorithm requires three one digit multiplication. While using
Nikhilam Sutra only one digit multiplication is required.
For example, the two numbers 106 and 107 are to be multiplied. The procedure is as follows:
1.

The nearest base is subtracted from the multiplicand: P = 106 – 100 = 6

2.

The nearest base is subtracted from the multiplier: Q = 107 – 100 =7
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Compute: R = P * Q = 6 * 7 = 42

4.

Compute: S = 106 + 7 = 107 + 6 = 113

5.

Result: 100 * S + R = 11342

For the above three digit multiplication, the standard method will take nine multiplications and the Karatsuba method will
take four multiplication operations. The principle behind this method is as follows:
Let the numbers to be multiplied be a and b and x is the nearest base to both these numbers such that:
a=x+m
b=x+n
Then according to Nikhilam Navatascaramam Dasatah Sutra:
a * b = (x + m) * (x + n) = x (a + n) + mn

Multiplicand
Multiplier
Result

Table I
Multiplication of a * b
Integer
A
B
x + m + n = (a + n)
x (a + n) + mn

Base Difference
(x + m) – x
(x + n) – x
mn

A. Binary Multiplication
Binary digit multiplication using Nikhilam Stra can be preformed by converting n-bit multiplication to (n - 1) bit
multiplication and some additional add/subtract and shift operation. For 3 –bit multiplication consider the following example:
110 * 101
Table II
Multiplication of 110 * 101
Integer
110
101
110 + 1 + 111
11110

Multiplicand
Multiplier
Result

Base Difference
110 – 100 = 10
101 – 100 = 1
1 * 10 = 10

In case of standard multiplication, for above multiplication nine multiplications are required, Karatsuba requires four
multiplication whereas the above example shows that Nikhilam method requires only two one bit multiplication. Fig. 1 shows
the hardware implementation of Nikhilam Sutra.

Fig. 2 Hardware Implementation of Nikhilam Sutra
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IV. UNIVERSAL MULTIPLIER USING NIKHILAM SUTRA

The multi-precision floating point multiplier proposed in this paper supports the entire precision format specified by the
IEEE 754-2008 standard. For storing the different precision operands two registers are used. The three precision formats
standardized by IEEE are: Single Precision format, Double Precision format and Quadruple Precision format Float ing Point
Numbers. The single precision floating point number has one sign bit, 8 exponent bits and 23 mantissa bits. The double
precision number has one sign bit, 11 exponent bits and 52 mantissa bits. The quadruple precision number has one sign bit, 15
exponent bits and 112 mantissa bits. More bits in the exponent field increases range of values. And more bits in mantissa field
increases the precision of floating point numbers. A control signal is used to control the operands of the design and it also
specifies the operation mode. The algorithm used for multiplication in this design is based on Vedic Mathematics. This
technique is used to perform high precision multiplications. In this technique a series of smaller sized multiplications are
performed initially and then these partial products are added. The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Fig 3. The
binary numbers A and B are given to the floating point number extractor. This block extracts the sign bit, exponent bit and
mantissa bit according to the mode selected. Then according to the algorithm the XOR operation is performed for sign bits,
exponent bits are added and biased. The mantissa part of both the number are given to the multiplier block which works on the
principle of Vedic mathematics.

The partial products and sum are generated in one step and which reduces the carry

propagation from LSB to MSB. The propagation delay of the multiplier is reduced as compared to the complex tradition
multipliers.

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Universal Multiplier

V. RESULT AND SIMULATION
The multi-precision floating point multiplier presented in this paper has been designed and implemented in VHDL. The
efficiency of this multiplier can be shown by considering the typical solutions of different precision floating point multipliers. A
113-bit array multiplier is used by a typical quadruple precision multiplier while our approach requires only half the area [3].
Traditionally two conventional double precision multipliers were used simultaneously for high throughput, while the proposed
design executes double precision as well as quadruple precision multiplication. In our case we are implementing three different
precision formats as compared to conventional multipliers which supports only one of the precisions. Therefore, though the
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design utilizes slightly more area, it still provides an efficient solution to cases demanding high throughput and multiple
precision operations. Fig. 4, 5 and 6 shows the test-bench waveform for single, double and quadruple precision multiplication.
For 32 bit multiplier:
A = 1 10000011 00100000000000000000000
B = 0 10000010 00110000000000000000000
Y = 1 10000110 01010110000000000000000
For 64 bit multiplier:
A = 1 10000000011 0010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
B = 0 10000000010 0011000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Y = 1 10000000110 0101011000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
For 128 bit multiplier:
A = 1 100000000000011 001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000
B = 0 100000000000010 001100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000
Y = 1 100000000000110 010101100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000

Fig. 4 : Test-bench waveform for 32-bit multiplier
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Fig. 5 : Test-bench waveform for 64-bit multiplier

Table III
Maximum combinational path delay of different multipliers
Array Multiplier Booth Multiplier Ref. 9
Ref. 10
Proposed Multiplier
8x8

32.01ns

29.549ns

24.16ns

---

18.620ns

16 x 16

60.928ns

70.809ns

36.563ns

23.87ns

19.436ns

Table IV
Comparison of different double precision floating point multiplication
Conventional Multiplier Ref. 11
Proposed
Multiplier
Double Precision
Floating Point
Multiplication

326.756ns

44.565ns

22.37ns

Fig. 6: RTL schematic for single, double and quadruple precision multipliers
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